INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Chromosomal DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are associated with chemical adducts and damaged bases which prove challenging to repair ([@B1]). The free ends of the broken chromosome must be joined to preserve genomic integrity and suppress cellular senescence and apoptosis ([@B2]). However, break repair can occur incorrectly, resulting in translocation and rearrangements in chromosomes, potentially giving rise to neoplastic transformation ([@B3],[@B4]). In humans, DSBs are predominantly repaired via the nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway, a process involving the recruitment of various proteins that direct the synapsis and ligation of broken chromosomes. NHEJ is linked to numerous areas of human health including nervous system development, adaptive immunity, cancer, and aging ([@B1],[@B5]). It relies on a 'core' complex, including the Ku70/86 (Ku) heterodimer, XRCC4, XLF and DNA Ligase IV (L4) ([@B1]). The core complex is sufficient for end recognition, end pairing (synapsis), and ligation of a large fraction of DSBs, including both 'simple' or 'sticky' DSBs, as well DSBs with subtle flanking helical distortion (e.g. flanked by some mispairs and oxidized bases) ([@B6]). Complex DSBs containing abasic sites, chemically non-ligatable ends and bulky adducts (such as carbohydrate groups) require the recruitment of additional repair factors by the core NHEJ machinery to effect repair; however, it presently remains unclear if such modified DNA ends can directly affect the bridging of ends ([@B1]). When the termini of either of the two strand breaks are correctly positioned, DNA ligases catalyze the formation of a phosphodiester bond to restore strand continuity ([@B7]).

Previously, we used super-resolution microscopy to show that the core NHEJ proteins form filaments adjacent to DSBs in cells, and that these filaments mediate dynamic pairing between DNAs that can be monitored using single-molecule FRET (smFRET) assays ([@B8]). Our smFRET analysis revealed that Ku, L4, XRCC4 and XLF promote the most efficient pairing of DNAs. The omission of any of these components leads to lower overall synapsis. Furthermore, we found that the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) did not appear to mediate efficient bridging of DNAs even in the presence of Ku. Filament-mediated bridging was further demonstrated in a recent study using optical trapping ([@B9]). Here, using a similar smFRET assay that relies on the bridging of two dsDNA molecules, we manipulated the end chemistry at the break via removal of the 5΄ phosphate and introduction of dideoxynucleotides. We found that the 5΄ phosphate acts as a recognition element for the retention of joined molecules, and that this relates to the activity L4, though not the final ligation step. Using this assay, we also noted two different modes of association, i.e. either transient or persistent interactions, for the NHEJ complex and DNAs. We propose that disruptions in the compatibility between ends could lead to dissociation of paired DNAs and subsequent iterative pairing attempts, potentially introducing errors into the repair process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Protein purification {#SEC2-1}
--------------------

### Ku70/86 {#SEC2-1-1}

Purification of Ku was as previously described ([@B10]). Briefly, Hi-5 insect cells were co-infected with His-tagged Ku70 and Ku86 baculovirus constructs to express the proteins. Cells were lysed and the recombinant proteins purified using Ni-NTA chromatography (Qiagen), DNA affinity chromatography, and anion exchange chromatography (MonoQ; GE Healthcare) ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### LX (L4/XRCC4 of K273R L4/XRCC4) and XLF {#SEC2-1-2}

Purification of LX and XLF were done as previously described ([@B10]). Briefly, protein extracts were prepared from Hi-5 insect cells infected with baculovirus constructs to over-express His-tagged L4 and untagged XRCC4, or His-tagged XLF, and L4/XRCC4 complexes or XLF the recombinant proteins purified via His-Trap and MonoQ anion exchange columns (GE Healthcare) chromatography ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Single-molecule FRET assay {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------

### DNA preparations {#SEC2-2-1}

All oligonucleotides ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. To anneal oligonucleotides, appropriate mixtures were heated or 10 min at 95°C followed by slow cooling to room temperature. A complete list of substrates is available in the Supplementary Information.

### NHEJ reactions and analysis {#SEC2-2-2}

Our end-joining assay was performed as described previously ([@B8]). Briefly, 50 nM Ku, LX, XLF, gloxy (0.5 mg/ml glucose oxidase and 0.40 μg/ml catylase), and 1 nM dsDNA were added stepwise to NEB4 (20 mM pH 7.5 TrisAc, 50 mM KAc, 10 mM MgAc) with 0.8% glucose, ∼5 mM Trolox ([@B11]), 1 mg/mL BSA and 2 mM DTT. The reaction was immediately flowed into an imaging chamber that had been prepared with the surface DNA (∼250 pM). Movies consisting of 1000 frames (33 Hz) were acquired for analysis in custom Matlab software. Analysis of smFRET trajectories and histograms was performed as previously described ([@B8]). Autocorrelation of smFRET trajectories and energies calculations are described in the [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### 5΄ Adenylation Reaction {#SEC2-2-3}

A 5΄ adenylation kit from NEB (E2610L) was used to adenylate 4nt complementary oligos attached to a PEG coverslip. Neutravadin was added to the slides, followed by annealed oligonucleotides. The slide was washed and then a 6× adenylation reaction was carried out at 37°C for 2 h. Following the reaction, the chamber was washed with 1 M NaCl for 1 h. The chamber was then washed with T50 buffer (10 mM Tris--HCl and 50 mM NaCl) and normal sample preparation was resumed.

### L4 deadenylation reaction {#SEC2-2-4}

L4 was treated with 15 mM pyrophosphate for 20 min on ice prior to incorporation in NHEJ reactions ([@B12]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

Prior studies of NHEJ fidelity have used ensemble assays to measure the ligation efficiency of various DNA ends ([@B13]--[@B15]). These assays have relied on the ligation of various DNA substrates using recombinant proteins, cellular extracts, or cells, with a subsequent quantification of ligated products via gel shift or polymerase chain reaction. We recently developed a smFRET assay for NHEJ which uses the purified components Ku, LX (XRCC4/L4 heteromultimer) and XLF to join together two ∼80 bp dsDNA molecules (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B8]). The NHEJ proteins together with the DNAs make up a paired end complex (PEC), a highly dynamic nucleoprotein complex that is responsible for maintaining synapsis of the ends and subsequently ligating together the DNA ends. Our smFRET assay allowed us to monitor the formation of PECs (via detection of acceptor fluorescence), quantify the yield in terms of the number of FRET pairs formed, and directly observe the dynamics of the synapsed ends for each of a large number of individual end-pairs ([@B8]). Furthermore, we could monitor the stability of association (via dwell time analysis of FRET pairs) and the transition between FRET states ([@B11]).

![DNA End Chemistry Modulates PEC Formation. (**A**) S*mFRET assay*: (i) dsDNA with an Cy5 near the end of the DNA is tethered to the surface via a biotin/neutravadin linkage, (ii) dsDNA with a Cy3 and NHEJ proteins (purple) are added to the sample chamber, and (iii) NHEJ proteins will pair together the surface and solution dsDNAs such that FRET is observed. (**B**) Diagram of the dsDNA ends we use to explore how changes in chemical compatibility for ligation affect pairing efficiency. Changes are shown in red (removal of 5΄ phosphate to yield 5΄OH or removal of 3΄OH to yield 3΄H). (**C**) Quantification of pairing efficiency in ends lacking 5΄P or 3΄OH, where '+' denotes the presence of a chemical group, and '0' denotes an absence. (**D**) Quantification of pairing efficiency in reactions where L4 activity has been disrupted. SCR7 indicates reactions treated with 10 μM of the ligase inhibitor, 5΄App is an adenylated substrate (see cartoon), PPi L4 is deadenylated L4, and K273R L4 is a catalytic mutant not capable of being adenylated. Error bars are the SEM of two pairing experiments.](gkw1221fig1){#F1}

We first examined the effect that DNA end chemistry has on the overall pairing efficiency of different DNA substrates. We used DNA ends with a 4-nucleotide 3΄ overhang that contained 5΄ phosphate (5΄P) and 3΄ hydroxyl (3΄OH) groups, and compared this control with ends in which the 5΄P and 3΄OH groups had been systematically removed (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We observed a substantial reduction in the pairing efficiency for substrates lacking even a single 5΄P, while substrates where a 3΄OH was missing showed only a small reduction in pairing (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The 3΄ overhang improves the overall pairing efficiency when compared with blunt end substrates and ends with 5΄ overhangs; however, 5΄ overhangs lacking a 5΄P do show diminished pairing efficiency ([Supplementary Figure S2B and C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). DNA substrates lacking both 5΄P and 3΄OH showed pairing efficiencies similar to substrates lacking only 5΄P ([Supplementary Figure S2D-E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that the presence of a 5΄P dominates the pairing process.

We used EMSA analysis to determine the contribution that the omission of a 5΄P has on steps prior to end pairing/PEC formation. This measurement determined that 5΄P had a small impact on the ability of Ku, XLF and LX to form a complex at a single DNA end ([Supplementary Figure 2F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; compare lowest mobility species with and without 5΄P). Similarly, the presence of a 5΄P had only a slight impact on the ability of LX alone to bind a DNA strand break ([Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these results are consistent with our observations that the severe effects of 5΄P omission on PEC formation are largely due to the disrupted end pairing, and not to defects in earlier protein assembly steps.

![Pairing modes of NHEJ complex. (**A**) Representative smFRET trajectory of a Persistent PEC. The PEC remains associated for the duration of our observation time. (**B**) Representative smFRET trajectory of a Transient PEC. This associates and dissociates in the course of our observation.](gkw1221fig2){#F2}

To directly assess L4 function on synapsis, we used the ligase inhibitor SCR7 to disrupt pairing ([@B16],[@B17]). The presence of this weak inhibitor resulted in a modestly reduced pairing efficiency, similar to the pan-ligase inhibitor L189 ([Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In sum, this supports a critical role for DNA binding of L4, but especially the ability of L4 to engage 5΄P in the context of the entire NHEJ core machinery (Ku, XRCC4, L4 and XLF) so as to mediate the most efficient synapsis of an end pair (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Ligation involves the (i) transfer of an adenyl group from the ligase active site to the 5΄ phosphate strand break terminus, followed by (ii) the nucleophilic attack of the 3΄OH strand break terminus and formation of a phosphodiester bond. Completion of step ii) is normally fast and efficient, but can be disrupted by altered end chemistry or flanking nucleotide damage, resulting in the accumulation of a 5΄ adenylated intermediate ([@B7]). Such products of aborted ligation can be toxic. To assess the effect on aborted ligation on end pairing we used both a 5΄ adenylated DNA substrate (5΄App) and two examples of LX preparations missing the adenyl group (PPi L4, L4 de-adenylated by pyrophosphate treatment), and K273R L4 (L4 mutated at the catalytic site so as to block adenylation). Pairing was severely reduced in all three cases (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed by EMSA analysis that the K273R mutation does not significantly impact either the ability of L4 to form a complex with other NHEJ factors at a single end ([Supplementary Figure S2F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), or its intrinsic ability to bind DNA strand breaks ([Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, given that the filament forming proteins XRCC4 and XLF are largely thought to mediate pairing, we tested these proteins on ends lacking 5΄P or 3΄OH and observed no measureable change in their pairing efficiency based on end chemistry ([Supplementary Figure S3C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Either the substrate or enzyme product of aborted ligation is thus sufficient to block end pairing, even though de-adenylation is not sufficient to disrupt binding of L4 to DNA (as shown using the K273R ligase in [Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B12]).

Examination of smFRET trajectories of these core NHEJ complex pairing reactions revealed two readily distinguishable modes of association; 'Transient' PECs that were only briefly associated (i.e. for \<5 s; Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and 'Persistent' PECs that remained stably associated for \>30 s (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and are the basis for all prior and subsequent analysis (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore propose that productive filament-based pairing can occur following an end-to-end interaction governed by L4 generated Persistent PECs, or result in the rapid dissociation apparent in Transient PECs.

![Population Distributions of PECs. (**A**) FRET histograms for Persistent PECs of the various changes in end chemistry described in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Populations shift based on small changes in the end chemistry. (**B**) FRET histograms for Transient PECs of the various changes in end chemistry described in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.](gkw1221fig3){#F3}

To determine the population dynamics for NHEJ reactions with different DNA end chemistries, we examined the different states observed in smFRET histograms for Persistent PECs (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For various reaction conditions the resulting FRET histograms showed very different distributions, suggesting that the DNA end chemistry modulates the possible conformational states that the PEC can assume (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Ends lacking a 5΄P showed a shift in the FRET population to lower FRET states, while substrates lacking both 5΄P resulted in an overall higher FRET state ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Ends containing a single 3΄OH led to a narrower distribution than ends lacking both 3΄OH groups, which exhibited a wide distribution of FRET states (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, panels 4 and 5). Ends lacking both 5΄P and 3΄OH resembled a convolution of histograms where the ends lack 5΄P and 3΄OH ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, panel 2). While reactions where both DNAs lack 5΄P and 3΄OH had FRET populations that resemble distribution where ends only lack 5΄P groups ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, panel 3). The FRET populations also shifted considerably when L4 activity is disrupted ([Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), further demonstrating that L4 drives the retention of bridged DNAs. The FRET histograms for the K273R L4 PECs showed a narrow distribution of states. In order to determine if different end chemistry might alter the pairing behavior, we compared pairing efficiency on substrates that lacked either 5΄P or 3΄OH and observed no difference in pairing ([Supplementary Figure S4C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The difference between the Transient and Persistent PECs was further probed by examining the smFRET histograms of Transient PEC populations (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). From this analysis, we found that Transient PECs predominately occupy different states compared with Persistent PECs. The ends lacking 5΄P are both slightly shifted to a lower primary FRET population peak (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, panels 2 and 3), while those without a 3΄OH undergo larger shifts to lower FRET peaks (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, panels 4 and 5).

Next, we sought to determine how DNA end chemistry affects the stability of the DNA ends within Persistent PECs as observed in their smFRET trajectories (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S5A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We therefore quantified the time characteristics of the transitions observed in single trajectories as a function of the substrate\'s end chemistry using autocorrelation analysis ([@B18]), which yields the transition time between FRET states (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). After determining autocorrelation lag times, we used Boltzmann inversion to derive the energetic stability of the ends within the PEC ([@B19]) ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis showed that substrates whose ends result in PECs with faster transition rates have lower stability between FRET states than those with slower transition rates. We observed that DNA ends lacking 5΄P have greater stability than ends lacking a 3΄OH (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The stability is likely derived from organization of the PEC, as well as the catalytic cycle of ligases. As opposed to other PECs where the high energy intermediate 5΄P-AMP has formed, ends lacking a 5΄P are unable to assume this intermediate state and do not need to form a phosphodiester bond and release AMP. Importantly, we found that disruption of the L4 catalytic cycle by addition of SCR7 resulted in less stable DNA ends within the PEC ([Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These analyses revealed that the energetic barriers to transition between FRET states are not directly linked to the overall pairing efficiency of the substrates, suggesting that the dynamics of both Persistent and Transient PECs, as well as the conformations they are able to occupy, are more important to the overall synapsis process.

![Analysis of Persistent PECs. (**A**) Two smFRET trajectories comparing the frequency of transition, or repositioning of the DNA ends within the PEC, where '+' denotes only one DNA having the chemical feature and '++' denotes both have the chemical group. 5΄P^++^/3΄OH^++^ undergoes fewer transitions than 5΄P^++^/3΄OH^+^. (**B**) Autocorrelation curves for the two populations 5΄P^++^/3΄OH^++^ (green) and 5΄P^++^/3΄OH^+^ (red) and the corresponding fits (black). (**C**) Using the time constants from autocorrelation, we calculated the average energetic barriers to transition. Error bars are the SEM of the autocorrelation fit.](gkw1221fig4){#F4}

Given the observations that Persistent PECs exhibited different dynamics based on end chemistry, we wanted to define the contribution of end chemistry to the behavior of Transient PEC populations. We therefore carried out dwell time analysis on the smFRET trajectories of Transient PECs. This provided the time intervals of transient PEC association and their derived dwell time histograms, which were then fitted to provide the mean dwell time ([Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This analysis revealed that end chemistry strongly modulates the duration of synapsis even for Transient PECs (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Using the measured dwell times, we calculated the Transient PEC energetic stability (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These metrics showed that substrates lacking a 5΄P or 3΄OH reduced the dwell times and stability of pairing compared with ligation compatible ends (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, it appears that ends lacking a 5΄P exhibit longer dwell times, and consequently are more energetically stable than ends lacking a 3΄OH. This outcome is likely due to the inability of ends lacking a 5΄P to accept an AMP group transferred from L4, thus not forming a highly energetic intermediate. Ends lacking a 3΄OH are able to form these intermediates, but are unable to complete the reaction. Thus, the high-energy intermediate from the reaction persists and must be accommodated.

![Analysis of Transient PECs. (**A**) Dwell time histograms and fit (black) of transient PECs for 5΄P^++^/3΄OH^++^ (green) and 5΄P^+^/3΄OH^++^ (red) and fit (black). Ends containing both 5΄P have longer associations than those lacking a 5΄P. (**B**) Energy stability of Transient PECs for ends lacking 5΄P and 3΄OH. Error bars are the SEM of the dwell time exponential fit.](gkw1221fig5){#F5}

It has been well established that DSBs have damaged or missing nucleotides flanking the strand breaks, in addition to unique end chemistry that must be corrected prior to rejoining. Numerous accessory factors, such as APTX (aprataxin), PNKP (polynucleotide kinase phosphatase), TDP1 and TDP2 participate in NHEJ to clear ends and make them compatible for rejoining ([@B6],[@B20]). End joining is also impaired by potential base mismatches and gaps, which are resolved via the action of nucleases (WRN, Artemis) and polymerases λ and μ ([@B6]). However, the role that damaged ends play in DNA end bridging is presently not well understood. We have determined that even simple changes in end chemistry (such as phosphate removal from the ends or the incorporation of bases incapable of forming phosphodiester bonds) trigger disruption of PECs and loss of end synapsis, such that overall bridging of DNAs is reduced. Furthermore, our results suggest that although filaments composed of XRCC4, XLF and L4 drive the bridging of DNAs, L4 plays a key role in determining whether ends remain paired. Our observations are consistent with an increasing body of *in vitro* and *in vivo* work in support of the specific functions of NHEJ ligation complex proteins in synapsis and the early stages of end-joining, which were previously attributed solely to DNAPKcs ([@B8],[@B9]). We note that a recent study of NHEJ using *Xenopus* extracts favored a model in which DNA-PKcs mediates synapsis ([@B21]). Given the inherent uncertainty of the *Xenopus* extract system, these observations are likely to arise from the activity of other factors (such as DNA nucleases) which would then require the presence of Artemis/DNA-PKcs for efficient joining, as was recently shown using recombinant NHEJ proteins ([@B22]).

Our findings present a unique picture of the dynamics involved in the pairing process of the NHEJ complex. These observations, together with our prior observations of the spatiotemporal organization of NHEJ complexes, provide a basis for the selection of appropriately paired DNAs for DSB repair via the NHEJ pathway (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Free DNA ends are recognized by Ku, which then recruits the core ligation complex components XRCC4, XLF, with L4 nucleating a filament on DNA adjacent to the break ([@B8],[@B23],[@B24]). These filaments allow pairing of the broken ends and alignment and proofreading of the ends within the PEC. The recognition of compatible ends is carried out by L4, which is able to sense chemical mismatches through disruption of its catalytic cycle. If errors are detected, the PEC will favor dissociation, providing access to the ends by processing enzymes recruited by the core complex ([@B1]). This allows for potential end pairing with a new dsDNA end to find an alternative match should there be more than a single DSB in close proximity. In cells, this search will be governed by the mobility of the DNA ends within the confines of the nucleus, chromosome territory and local chromatin environment ([@B25],[@B26]). Given the large platform that NHEJ filaments provide for pairing, it is unlikely that forming new synapsis is a limiting factor. DNA ends that remain associated in a metastable state despite errors and with a lower probability of forming are likely subject to repair via synthesis through the actions of polymerases λ and μ or short resection via Artemis/DNA-PKcs or APLF ([@B1]). Ultimately, NHEJ is an iterative process where the ends are treated independently until they find a compatible match ([@B1]).

![Model for uncoupled repair by NHEJ. Components of the NHEJ core ligation complex assemble on the DNA adjacent to DSBs to facilitate pairing of the free DNA ends and subsequent end-to-end alignment. When the ends are closely aligned, L4 is capable of proofreading the ends for chemical compatibility for ligation. If the ends are found to be insufficiently compatible due to their end chemistry, the ends have a large chance of dissociating. This dissociation step allows accessory factors controlled access to the ends, and reattempted repair. This iterative process can occur many times, although the chance that resection and alternative end-joining occurring increases with time. In some cases, ends can become stuck in a metastable state where they remain associated despite errors. This state likely attracts various accessory factors to assist in the repair and subsequent ligation.](gkw1221fig6){#F6}
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